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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
An automatic stereoplotting system employing both a 
high speed primary servo—system for inducing substan 
tially instantaneous primary relative displacements be 
tween scanning pattems to eliminate detected parallax, 
and a more massive and slower reacting auxiliary servo 
system for inducing relative displacements between left 
and right stereo photographs being scanned. The auxil 
iary displacements of the photographs replace the ini 
tial primary displacements of the scanning patterns and 
a readout mechanism records measured elevations by 
continuously indicating the algebraic summations of 
both the primary and auxiliary displacements. A distri 
bution circuit is provided for distributing the displace 
ments of the scanning patterns between the scanning 
systems for the left and right stereo photographs so as 
to eliminate the parallax from‘ each photograph in pro 
portion to the actual image displacement on each pho 
tograph. 
This invention is an improvement on the Automatic 
Stereoplotting Apparatus described in US. Pat. No. 

’ 3,677,645, ?led Mar. 1, 1970. 

7 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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STEREO INSTRUMENT HAVING 
DIFFERENTIALLY VARIED LEFT AND RIGHT 
PARALLAX ERROR SIGNALS FOR PRODUCING 

SCANNING PATTERN DISPLACEMENTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to dual image regis_ 
tration systems and, more speci?cally, to an automatic 
stereoplotting instrument for use in the production of 
topographic maps. ‘ ‘ 

According to well-known techniques in the ?eld of 
photogrammetry, stereo perception is employed to ob 

' tain elevation and position measurements of terrain im 
aged on a pair of stereographic photographs. The ste 
reo photographs are positioned in a stereoplotting ma 
chine that produces for an operator a stereographic 
presentation of a particular area of the terrain imaged 
on the photographs. By inducing appropriate relative 
displacement of the photographs in a direction corre 
sponding to the direction of separation between the po 
sitions from which the photographs were taken, the op 
erator registers image detail and eliminates zero order 
distortion in’ the stereo presentation. The magnitude of 
displacement required to eliminate the distortion, com 
monly called parallax, is proportional to the relative el 
evation of the actual terrain imaged on the viewed area 
of the photographs and is automatically recorded by 
the stereoplotting machine. Simultaneously recorded 
for the viewed area is its position in the photographs 
which identifies the relative position of the actual ter 
rain. Thus, by continuously maintaining registration of 
the individually viewed image areas, while systemati 
cally traversing the entire surface of the two photo 
graphs, relative elevation and position informationis 
obtained for all the terrain imaged on the photographs. 

Typically, the systematic traversal is accomplished by 
moving the photographs on an x-y carriage relative to 
the optical viewing system. While controlling move 
ment of the x-y carriage, the operator continuously ad 
justs the horizontal displacement between the photo 
graphs so as to maintain image registration. Generally 
the operator is guided during the procedure by the 
well-known “floating mark." This mark comprises 
some indicia such as light spots located at the optical 
axes of the stereo viewing system and when fused into 
a single spot in the stereo presentation appears to lie on 
the surface of the stereo terrain model only when the 
images are properly registered. 
Even with the most modern instruments, manual 

stereoplotting is a tedious and time consuming opera 
tion. The time requuired to manually pro?le a typical 
stereo model is between 2 and 4 hours, depending on 
the roughness of the terrain. When functioning to ad 
just the apparent height of the floating mark by means 
of a hand or foot wheel, a human operator becomes 
part of a closed loop feedback system and is subject to 
some basic limitations. For example, his response, i.e., 
the time delay between the perception of an error in 
the height of the ?oating mark and its subsequent cor 
rection by means of the hand wheel, has a de?nite mini 
mum value making it necessary to reduce traversing 
speed in rough terrain. _ 
A number of automatic stereoplotting systems have 

been developed for simplifying the dual image registra 
tion procedure. Basically, most such systems scan ho 
mologous sections of the two photographs and convert 
the scanned graphic data into a pair of electrical video 

10 

2 
signals. By various correlation and analyzation tech 
niques, the video signals are used to produce error sig 
nals representing certain types of distortion existing be 
tween the scanned image sections. The scanned sec 
tions are then rendered congruent by image detail 
transformation produced in response to the derived 
error signals. Usually, the x-parallax error signal indica 
tive of terrain elevation is applied to a servomechanism 
that corrects zero order distortion by producing appro 
priate relative movement between the stereo photo 
graphs or height adjustments of a viewing surface that 
intercepts a projection of the images. As noted above, 
the magnitude of required x-parallax correction is di 
rectly related to the relative elevation of the actual ter 
rain and provides the contour information necessary 

_ for topographic maps. One‘ type of topographic map 
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which may be produced from this information is an or 
thographic map which is a type of map which has each 
point on the map at the position it would occupy if it 
were photographed from a position directly vertically 
above it. 
The electro-mechanical servomechanisms utilized in 

automatic stereoplotting instruments, given suitable in 
put, can respond more quickly than a human operator 
and consequently can substantially reduce the time re 
quired to pro?le a stereo model particularly one involv 
ing rapid ?uctuations of terrain height. The same servo 
mechanisms, however, also introduce errors in the out 
put information. Because the mechanical assemblies 
controlled by the servomechanism are relatively mas 

' sive, an inherent following error is introduced during 
periods requiring rapid acceleration. Some ?nite time 
period is required by the servomechanism, therefore, to 
effect corrective relative displacements in response to 
an x-parallax error signal derived from discrete 
scanned sections of the two photographs. The particu' 
lar image sections being scanned, however, are contin 
uously changed by traversing movement of the x-y 
carriage retaining the photographs. Thus the elevation 
indicated by the instantaneous position of the servo" 
mechanism does not correspond identically to the x-y 
coordinate position of the image sections being 
scanned. Rather, the instantaneous positions of the ser 
vomechanism represent the elevation of image sections. 
scanned a ?nite period earlier. Because of this discrep‘ 
ancy the elevation and position information outputs 
continuously recorded by the automatic stereoplotting 
instrument do not exactly correspond. 
The object of the invention‘, therefore, is to provide 

an improved automatic stereoplotting instrument that 
eliminates the problems noted above. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INVENTION 
The invention is characterized by the provision of an 

automatic stereoplotting system including an x-y 
carriage for supporting a pair of stereographic photo~ 
graphs. A pair of ?xed cathode ray tubes produce scan 
ning beams which are directed through and modulated 
by image detail retained in distinct areas of the stereo 
graphic photographs and drive motors selectively move 
the carriage in orthogonally related. directions so as to 
change simultaneously and uniformly the areas being 
scanned. Image detail information extracted by the 
scanning beams is converted into video analog signals 
which are correlated and analyzed according to con 
ventional techniques producing an .r-parallax error sig 
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nal indicative of x-parallax existing between the image 
areas being scanned. 
The parallax error signal is fed directly to a high 

speed instrument servo whose loads are one input to 
the readout synchro and a potentiometer. Because the 
potentiometer and readout synchro have very low 
mass, high acceleration with low torque requirements 
are possible. The output from the potentiometer is fed 
via a distribution circuit to the x-de?ection coils of the 
scanning system which de?ect the scanning patterns in 
the direction required to null the x-parallax signal. 
Voltage adjustments across the potentiometer are such 
that the synchro is advanced by an amount exactly 
representing the elevation change that produced the 
error. Thus, the synchro output indicates the true ele 
vation of the terrain being scanned. The distribution 

15 

circuit assures that the scanning patterns for the left ' 
and right stereo photographs are displaced in a manner 
which eliminates the parallax from each photograph in 
proportion to the actual image displacement on each 
photograph. The voltage from the potentiometer is also 
fed to the relatively slow speed z-carriage servo system 
which causes the carriage to move in the direction re 
quired to mechanically null the scanning pattern de 
?ections. This has the effect of generating signals at the 
input to the high speed servo system which are opposite 
in polarity to the original x-parallax signals, causing the 
output of the potentiometer to revert to zero as the z 
carriage reaches the true mechanical null. During the 
period in which the z-carriage servo is approaching me 
chanical null and the high speed servo is reverting to its 
original izero output condition, their relative motions 
are cancelled in a differential coupling mechanism at 
the input to the readout synchro. Consequently, its po 
sition remains ?xed and its output continues to re?ect 
true elevation. The invention features, therefore, x 
parallax correction by both scanning pattern de?ection 
and z-carriage produced photograph displacement. To 
gether, the two forms of correction provide both the 
quick response of scanning pattern de?ection and the 
accuracy and increased range of mechanical photo 
graph displacement. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other objects and features of the invention 
will become more apparent upon a perusal of the fol 
lowing description taken in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a general block diagram illustrating the 

functional relationship of the main components of the 
apparatus; 
FIG. 2 is a perspective schematic view of the image 

transformation mechanism 21 shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the displacement control 

unit 103 shown in FIG. 2; 
FIGS. 4-6 are diagrammatic representations illustrat 

ing operation of the invention under a given set of con 
ditions; ' I 

FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate how parallax distortions 
occur between left and right stereo views, and aid in an 
explanation as to why the circuit of FIG. 10 is desirable; 
FIG. 9 is a graph which illustrates the desired de?ec 

tions for the left and right scanning circuits depending 
upon the position of the X carriage in the Planimat; 
FIG. 10 illustrates one embodiment of a distribution 

circuit which may be utilized to distribute the displace 
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4 
ments of the scanning patterns for the left and right ste 
reo photographs; 
FIG. 11 illustrates one embodiment for connecting 

potentiometers RA and RB to the X carriage. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to FIG. 1 there is shown in block dia 
gram form an image transformation mechanism 21 re 
taining a pair of stereo photographic transparencies 22 
and 23. Scanning beams 24 and 25 produced by, re 
spectively, cathode ray tubes 26 and 27 are directed to 
ward the transparencies 22 and 23 by field and relay 
lens assemblies 28, dichroic beam splitters 29 and ob 
jective lenses 31. After passing through the transparen 
cies 22 and 23 the scanning beams 24 and 25 are re 
ceived by photo-multipliers 32 and 33 that produce on 
lines 34 and 35, respectively, video analog signals 
representing the variable detail retained by the photo 
graphs. Between the transparencies 22 and 23 and the 
photomultipliers 32 and 33 the scanning beams pass 
through lens systems including dichroic mirrors 36 and 
blue light ?lters 37. ' 
Also re?ected through the transparencies 22 and 23 

by the dichroic mirrors 36 is yellow light produced by 
light sources 38 and 39. After being modulated by the 
transparencies 22 and 23, the yellow light is directed to 
a pair of eyepiece optical assemblies 41 and 42 by the 
objective lenses 31, the dichroic beam splitters 29 and 
a pair of mirrors 40 and 40'. The eyepiece optical as 
semblies 41 and 42 provide for a viewer in conven 
tional manner a stereo presentation of the image detail 
retained by the transparencies 22 and 23. 
A correlation system 44 receives the analog signals 

on lines 34 and 35 after ampli?cation in a video ampli 
fier 43. The correlation system 44 correlates the video 
signals producing on lines 45 and 46, respectively, x 
and y cross-correlation signals proportional to the lev 
els of correlatable image detail being scanned in the or 
thogonally related x and y directions in the photo 
graphs 22 and 23. Also produced on line 47 is an or 
thogonal correlation signal proportional to the degree 
of relative image detail misregistration existing be 
tween the scanned paths. The correlation system 44 
does not, per se, form a part of this invention. However, 
circuits suitable for this application are disclosed in U. 
S. Pat. Nos. 2,964,644 and 3,145,303 and in U. S. ap 
plication Ser. No. 839,940 ofJohn W. Hardy et al. ?led 
July 8, I969. 
The correlation signals on lines 45-47 are fed into an 

image registration and pro?ling control system 48 also 
not a part, per se, of this invention but described in de 
tail in above noted U. S. application Ser. No. 839,940.' 
The control system 48 produces on lines 51 and 52, re 
spectively, x-parallax error and traversing velocity con 
trol signals that are applied to the image transformation 
and transport carriage system 21. Also produced are 
de?ection control signals that are applied on lines 58 
and 59 to de?ection coils of cathode ray tube 26 and 
on lines 61 and 62 to de?ection coils of cathode ray 
tube 27. 
Generated in the image transformation system 21 on 

line 50 is a primary displacement control signal that is 
ampli?ed in a push-pull ampli?er 53 and then com 
bined in opposite polarities with the de?ection signals 
on lines 58 and 61. Also supplied by the image transfor 
mation system 21 are x and y coordinate position indi 
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eating signals on lines 54 and 55, respectively, and a 
measured elevation signal on line 56. The signals on 
lines 54-56 are all applied to a conventional recorder 
57 that records their information content in graphic 
form. 

6 Shown in FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of 
the dual image transformation system 21 shown in FIG. 
I. The trans-formation system 21 provides controlled 
movement of the photographic transparencies 22 and 
23 in orthogonally related x and y-coordinate direc 
tions. A y-carriage 67 is mounted on rollers 68 'for 
movement along‘parallel y-tracks 69 supported by a 
frame 71. Similarly, an x-carriage 72 is mounted on 
rollers 73 for movement along x-tracks 74 supported by 
the y-carriage 67. Movement of the y-carriage 67 is 
produced by rotation of a y-lead screw 75 that engages 
the internally threaded collar 76. Rotation of the lead 
screw‘ 75 is controlled by a y-servo motor 77 energized 
by the velocity control signal on line 52. Similarly, 
movement of the x~carriage 72 along tracks, 74 is pro 
duced by rotation of an x-lead screw 78 also driven by 
a suitable x-servo motor 80. 3 

A z-carriage 81 is mounted for vertical movement on 
z-lead screws 82 supported by the x-carriage 72. Con 
trolled vertical movement of‘ the z-carriage‘81 is pro 
duced by z-servo motor 83 energized by the control sig 
nal on line 50 and coupled to the z-lead screws 82 by 
drive shaft and bevel gear assemblies 84. The photo 
graphic transparencies 22 and 23 are mounted, respec 
tively, in photo carriages 86 and 87. Slidably engaging 
the photo carriages 86 and 87 and providing mechani-‘ 
cal coupling thereof to the z-carriage 81 are space rods 
88 and 89. Opposite ends of the space rods 88 and 89 
terminate, respectively, in pivot connections 91 and 
ball joint assemblies 92 mounted on the z-carriage 81. 
The connections 91 and 92 permit oppositely directed 
arcuate movement of rods 88 and 89 in response to ver 
tical movement of the z-carriage 81. This in turn pro 
duces relative rectilinear motion between the transpar 
encies 22 and 23 in the x-coordinate direction de?ned 
by x-rails 74 and ot'a sense determined by the direction 
of z-carriage 81 movement. The image transformation 
mechanism 21 is a conventional unit marketed under 
the trade name Planimat by the Carl Zeiss Company, 
of Oberkochen, Wurttemburg, Germany. The device is 
also related to similar transformation systems disclosed 
in the above noted U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,964,644 and 
3,145,303. 

In response to appropriate energization of y-motor 
77 the photo transparencies 22 and 23 move simulta 
neously with the y-carriage 67 in either a plus or minus 
y-coordinate direction defined by y-tracks 69. The 
speed and direction of movement is determined by the 
velocity control signal on line 52. Similarly, energiza 
tion of x-lead screw 78 produces simultaneous move 
ment of the transparencies in either a plus or minus x 
direction defined by the x-tracks 74. Thus, the mecha 
nism 21 provides selective uniform two dimensional 
movement of the transparencies 22 and 23 relative to 
their respective scanning beams 24 and 25 illustrated 
in FIG. 1. Conversely, vertical movement of the z 
carriage 81 in response to energization of z-servo' 
motor 83 results in relative movement between them 
selves as well as between the transparencies and the 
scanning beams 24 and 25. As described below, this ac 
tion of the z-servo motor 83 in combination with the 
raster de?ections produced by the signal on line 50 
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6 
aligns the beams 24 and 25 (FIG. I) with homologous 
image detail in the transparencies 22 and 23. Conse 
quently, registration is maintained between the image 
detail being scanned and in the display provided by the 
eyepieces 41 and 42. The aggregate amount of relative 
photograph displacement and scanning pattern de?ec 
tion required to produce this registration is directly re 
lated to the actual elevation of the terrain imaged on 
the sections ofthe stereo photos being scanned. . 

In typical operation, the system shown in FIG. 1 is 
used to profile a stereo model represented by the ste~ 
reographic transparencies 22 and 23. For example, to 
pro?le automatically in the y-coordinate direction, y 
motor 77 is driven at a predetermined velocity giving 
rectilinear motion to y-carriage 67 and the transparen 
cies 22 and 23; relative to the scanning beams 24 and 
25. The x-motor 80 forms a part of a positioning servo, 
that holds the x-carriage 72 rigidly in the x-coordinate 
direction. The system is thereby constrained to trace 
out a straight , profile in the y~dlirection and the x 
position is selected by an automatic stepping system 
(not shown) controlled, for example, by a conventional 
limit switch operated when the y-carriage 67 reaches 
one edge of the stereo model. In response to actuation 
of the limit switch, the direction of rotation of y-motor 
77 also would be reversed to thereby reverse the tra 
versal direction of the y-carriage 67. Obviously, a re 
versal in roles of‘the x and y-motors would result in the 
tracing of profiles in the x-direction. 
As a pro?le is being traced, a displacement unit 103 

(FIG. 2) continuously responds to the x-parallax error 
signal on line 51 by producing appropriate displace 
ments of the transparencies 22 and 23 and of the scan 
ning rasters to eliminate x-parallaic and thereby provide 
a direct indication of terrain elevation. This operation 
is described in greater detail below. Simultaneously, y 
parallax and other ?rst order distortions are corrected 
in response to other error signals produced by the con 
trol system 57 on lines 58, 59, 61 and 62. Conse 
quently, a viewer utilizing the eyepiece optics 41 and 
42 is provided with a corrected stereo presentation of 
the image scene retained by the transparencies 22 and 
23. The correction of y-parallax and other distortions 
can be achieved in various ways. However, a preferred 
method involves controlled relative distortion of the 
cathode ray tube rasters as disclosed in US Pat. No. 
3,432,674 of Gilbert L. Hobrough issued Mar. II, 
1969. 
During a pro?ling operation, a y-encoder 101 (shown 

in FIG. 2) is driven by the y-lead screw 75 to produce 
an output on line 55 that identi?es the position of the 
y~carriage 67 on track 69. Similarly, an x-encoder 102 
is driven by x-lead drive screw 78 to provide on line 54 
a signal identifying the position of the x-carriage 72 on 
track 74. The positions of the x-carriage 72 and the y 
carriage 67 also establish the positions of the transpar 
encies 22 and 23 with respect to the ?xed optical axes 
of the lens assemblies 28 and 36. Thus, the signals on 
lines 54 and 55, respectively, identify x and _y 
coordinate positions of points in the transparencies 22 
and 23 aligned with the optical axes. Simultaneously 
produced by the displacement control unit 103 on line 
56 is an output proportional in value to the combined 
relative displacements of the photographs 22 and 23 
and of the scanning beams 24 and 25. As noted above, 
the displacements required to produce registration of 
the scanned sections in the transparencies 22 and 23 is 
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dependent upon the relative elevation of the actual ter 
rain imaged thereon. Therefore, the output on line 56 
is indicative of that elevation. The related outputs on 
lines 54-56 are applied to the recorder 57 (FIG. 1) 
which records the information providing a graphic re 
cord of terrain elevations at particular coordinate posi 
tions in the transparencies 22 and 23. 
As noted above, when profiling photographic areas 

representing relatively steep terrain, the relatively large 
mass of the z-carriage 81 prevents the z-servo motor 83 
from maintaining accurate registration between areas 
scanned in the photographs 22 and 23. This problem is 
obviated in the present invention by the displacement 
control unit 103 (FIG. 2). As described below in con 
nection with FIG. 3, the displacement control unit 103 
provides both the quick response of electronically in 
duced scanning raster displacement and the range and 
accuracy of physical photograph displacement. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the unit 103 includes a primary 

servo motor 110 that is coupled to a potentiometer 111 
by engaged gears 112 and 113 keyed, respectively, to 
a motor shaft 114 and a potentiometer shaft 115. Con 
nected by variable resistors I16 and 117, respectively, 
to input terminals of the potentiometer 111 are positive 
and negative voltage sources 118 and 119. The variable 
output voltage of the potentiometer 111 is applied to 
the signal line 50 also shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
Also receiving the primary control signal on line 50 

is the z-servo motor 83 shown in FIG. 2. The shaft 121 
of the z-motor 83 is operatively coupled to z-table drive 
shafts 84 as described above and to a differential cou 

pling mechanism 122 in the control unit 103. Also op 
eratively coupled to the differential coupling 122 is a 
shaft 123 driven by the motor shaft 114 via the engag 
ing gears 112 and 124. The output shaft 125 of the dif 
ferential coupling mechanism 122 drives a readout syn 
chro 126, the signal output of which appears on line 56 
also shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
To explain the operation of the control system shown 

in FIG. 3, reference is now made to FIGS. 4-6. These 
figures illustrate in diagrammatic form the effect pro 
duced on the photographs 22 and 23 and on the scan 
ning beams 24 and 25 by the control system under a 
given set of hypothetical conditions. The diagrams 
shown in FIGS. 4-6 are related to each other in both 
a geometrical and a temporal sense. For reasons of sim 
plicity only the right photographic transparency 23 and 
the right scanning beam 25 are represented in each of 
FIGS. 4-6, it being understood that related reactions 
are experienced by the left photographic transparency 
22 and the left scanning beam 24. It should be further 
noted that the relative dimensions of the photograph 
23, the scanning rasters and the various displacements 

[illustrated in FIGS. 4-6 were selected for reasons of 
clarity and do not accurately reflect the dimensional 
relationship that would exist between these items in a 
practical application. 
With reference now to FIG. 4, assume that at time to 

the right photograph 23 is positioned as shown relative 
to the y-direction center line A of the z-carriage 81 
shown in FIG. 2. Assume also that the y-carriage 67 is 
moving the photograph 23 relative to the ?xed right 
cathode ray tube 27 (FIG. 1) in the y-direction indi 
cated by arrow B and that the right scanning beam is 
tracing a scanning pattern 131. In addition, assume that 
the upper and lower portions of the photograph 23 re 
tain, respectively, imagery of substantially-?at terrain 
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8 
but of different elevation separated by a vertical em 
bankment represented by dotted line C. Under these 
conditions the scanning pattern 131 will be moving rel 
ative to the surface 'of the photograph 23 along a recti 
linear path represented by the dotted line D. Assume 
finally that at time tL1 the left and right photographs 22 
and 23 are in perfect registration; i.e., the scanning 
beams 24 and 25 are simultaneously scanning homolo 
gous image detail in the two photographs so that no 
parallax error signal is present at the output of the 
image registration system 48 on line 51 (FIG. 1). 

' As the scanning raster 131 moves across line C, the 
correlation system 44 (FIG. 1) detects the change in 
elevation of the imaged terrain and generates a raw 
error signal on line 47. This in turn generates an x 
parallax error signal on output line 51 of the registra 
tion system 48. The servo motor 110 (FIG. 3) is ener 
gized by the x-parallax error signal and induces rotation 
of the potentiometer shaft 115 via the mating gears 112 
and 113. Rotation of the shaft 115 interrupts the bal 
ance in the potentiometer 111 producing an output sig 
nal on line 50 that is differentially applied to the x 
de?ection signal lines 58 and 61 after amplification in 
the push-pull ampli?er 53 (FIG. 1). Application of 
these signals to the de?ection coils ofcathode ray tubes 
26 and 27 induces relative deflections of the scanning 
beams 24 and 25 in senses that tend to eliminate the x 
parallax detected by the correlation system 44. This re 
sult is diagrammatically illustrated in FIG.'4 by the dot 
ted square 132 that represents the position of the right 
scanning pattern after a de?ection of the right scanning 
beam 25 in a negative x-direction at time 1,. Assuming 
that at time t, registration again exists, the displace 
ment distance d‘ required to establish registration rep— 
resents the change in elevation of the terrain imaged on 
opposite sides of line C. A measurement of the magni 
tude and sense of that displacement and, therefore, of 
the relative change in elevation is produced on line 56 
by the readout synchro 126 (FIG. 3) which is also 
driven by the servo motor 110 via the mating gears 112 
and 124 and the differential coupling mechanism 122. 
Because the potentiometer 111 and the readout syn 
chro 126 are of relatively low mass, the servo motor 
110 is able to substantially instantaneously produce 
corrected outputs on lines 50 and 56 in response to the 
reception of x—parallax error signals on line 51. There 
fore, continuous registration is maintained by appropri 
ate primary de?ection of the scanning patterns traced 
by the beams 24 and 25. Conversely, the relativelv 
large mass of the z-carriage 81 (FIG. 2) causes an in 
herent delay in the response of the z-servo motor 83 to 
control signals on line 50. This delayed response is 
represented in the simplified example of FIG. 4 by the 
assumption that at time 11 no movement of the carriage 
81 has occurred. 
AT time t,, however, z—motor 83 has responded to 

the output signal on line 50 by introducing displace 
ment of the right photograph 23 a distance d2 in a posi 
tive x-direction as diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 
5. The relative x-direction positions of the scanning 
patterns at times t, and t, are also shown in FIG. 5 and 
it is again understood that related displacements are 
made on left photograph 22. Since movement of photo 
graph 23 relative to the right scanning beam 25 during 
period t1—t, tends to eliminate the registration assumed 
at time t,, an x-parallax error signal is again produced 
on line 51 by the image registration system 48. The 
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sense of parallax introduced by this movement, how 
ever, is opposite to that- produced by the assumed 
change of elevation at line C. The resultant parallax 
error signal is also of opposite polarity, therefore, and 
the servo motor 110 (FIG. 3) drives the potentiometer 
111 in a direction that reduces the value of the signal 
on line 50. Consequently the right scanning pattern 133 
is de?ected a distance da in a positive x-direction. As 
shown in FIG. 5 the deflection d3 of the scanning pat 
.tern 133 during time t,--t2 exactly equals the de?ection 
d2 of the photograph 23 during that'period so as to re 
tain their existing relative positions and accordingly 
maintain registration. 
During the period between trftz, the movement of the, 

z-motor 83 also activates the differential coupling 122. 
This action, however, is counteracted by the simulta 
neous activation of the coupling mechanism 122 by the 
servo motor 110 responding to the x-parallax error sig 
nal on line 51. The mechanical coupling between the 
various components is such that for the assumed case 
of equal displacements d2 and d3 of, respectively, the 
photograph 23 and the scanning pattern 133, the posi 
tion of the coupling mechanism’s' output shaft 125 re 
mains unchanged. Thus, the output of readout synchro 
126 on line 56 remains constant‘to accurately re?ect 
the uniform elevation assumed to exist for the terrain 
imaged above line C of the photograph 23. lt will be ‘ob 
vious from the above that the output of the readout 
synchro ‘I26 continuously re?ects the algebraic sum 
mation of the displacements experienced by the photo 
graph 23 and the right scanning beam 25. Furthermore, 
that summation accurately represents the total relative 
displacement required to establish registration and, ac 
cordingly represents the elevation of the terrain imag 
ery being scanned. At time t2, for example, the synchro 
output reflects the combined displacements d4 and d2 
of, respectively, the right scanning beam 25 and the 
right photograph 23. Obviously, that total displacement 
d,+d2 corresponds in magnitude to the original scan 
ning beam displacement dl that established registration 
at time t,. . ‘ 

As diagrammatically illustrated in FIG. 6, the z-servo 
motor 83 continues to respond to the potentiometer 
output on line 50 during time period !,-t;, effecting fur~ 
ther displacement of the right photograph 23 in a posi~ 
tive x-direction. Finally, at time t3, the right photograph 
23 reaches the relative position shown in FIG. 6. Again, 
the misregistration induced by this movement results in 
the generation of x-parallax error signals on line 51 and 
accompanying energization of the servo motor 110 
(FIG. 3). The resultant rotation of the potentiometer 
shaft 115 reduces the potentiometer output on line 50. 
Consequently, the right scanning beam 25 is also de 
?ected in a positive x-direction during period t2-t3. At 
time 13 the right scanning pattern 134 reaches the rela 
tive position illustrated in FIG. 6, which position corre 
sponds in the x-direction to its original nulled position 
assumed at time to. At that time the potentiometer 111 
is in its neutral position and output on signal line 50 is 
eliminated. The z-servo motor 83 is therefore deener 
gized and displacement thereby of the right photograph 
23 discontinued. As above, the magnitude of the x 
direction displacement d5 experienced by the right pho 
tograph 23 during time period 22-43 exactly corresponds 
to the x-direction displacement d6 experienced by the 
right scanning beam 25 during that period. Thus, the 
movement of the motor shafts 114 and 121 are again 
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cancelled by the differential coupling mechanism 122 
and the output shaft 125 remains in a constant position. 
Reviewing the operations schematically diagrammed 

in FIGS. 4-6, the system responds to the imaged terrain 
elevation .change assumed at dotted line C (FIG. 4) by 
inducing substantially instantaneous relative de?ec~ 
tions of the scanning beams 24 and 25. The size and di 
rection of the beam de?ections are such as to eliminate 
the parallax introduced by the elevation change. These 
de?ections are represented in FIG. 4 by the distance 11,, 
it again being understood that the left scanning beam 
24 experiences a related deflection. The value and 
sense of the deflection distance d,, therefore, is a mea 
surement of the magnitude and sense of the elevation 
change-assumed at line C and, as described above, a di 
rect indication of that measurement is provided by the 
readout synchro 126 on line 56 (FIG. 3). 
During time period 21-13, the initially induced primary ' 

de?ection of the scanning beams 24 and 25 is com 
pletely eliminated and replaced by simultaneously in 
duced physical displacements of the photographs 22 
and 23. Thus at time lathe finally induced auxiliary dis 
placement d7 of the right photograph 23 ‘corresponds 
exactly in size but is of opposite sense to the initially in 
duced primary de?ection d, of the right scanning beam 
25. During the period t,-t3 when both primary de?ec 
tion of the scanning beams and auxiliary displacement 
of the photographs are occurring, the differential cou 
pling mechanism 122 provides an output on shaft 125 
representing the algebraic summation of both types of 
relative displacement. Thus, the output of the readout 
synchro 126 continuously indicates the total magnitude 
of relative displacement required to eliminate parallax 
between scanned portions of the two photographsand 
consequently of the relative elevations of the terrain 
imaged thereon. 
Again, it will be understood that the conditions de 

scribed in connection with FIGS. 4-6 were assumed for 
reasons of simplifying an explanation of the invention’s 
operation. In light of this explanation, however, the 
manner in which the disclosed system responds to con’ 
ditions existing in a more practical application will be 
obvious. By employing both the primary and auxiliary 
relative displacements described above, the present in 
vention provides the substantially instantaneous re» 
sponse of electronically induced raster de?ection in ad 
dition to the overall range and accuracy of physically 
induced photograph displacement. 
A distribution circuit may be provided for distribut 

ing the displacements of the scanning patterns between 
the scanning systems for the left and right stereo photo 
graphs so as to eliminate parallax from the photograph 
or photographs in proportion to the actual image dis 
placement in each photograph. FIGSJ7 and 8 illustrate 
how parallax occurs between left and right stereo 
views, and aid in an understanding‘ as to why a distribu— 

' tion circuit, such as illustrated in FIG. 10, is desirable. 
FIG. 7 illustrates a situation wherein a'right stereo 

view of terrain is photographed through a lens system 
140 onto photograph 142. A left stereo photograph 
144 of the same terrain is also taken. In an ortho 
graphic map, point P on the terrain would appear as if 
it were photographed from a vertical position and 
would appear in the ground plane at point P’. However, 
as photographed from the right stereo view on photo 
graph 142, point P is imaged on the photograph at 
point B, and appears to be located on the ground plane 
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at point B’. Conversely, in the left stereo photograph 
point P is imaged on the photograph A, and appears to 
be located on ground plane at point A’. If images from 
photographs 142 and 144 are examined in a stereo in 
strument such as the Zeiss Planimat, then point P will 
appear at Point A’ in the left stereo view and at point 
B’ in the right stereo view. The distance along the X 
axis between points A’ and B’ represents x-parallax. To 
eliminate parallax during operation of the Zeiss Plani 
mat, photograph 142 is moved slightly to the left a dis 
tance AXB by movement of the Z carriage, and point 
B is projected onto the ground plane at point P’, as il 
lustrated in dashed lines. Also, photograph 144 is 
moved slightly to the right a distance AXA, and point 
A is projected onto the ground plane at point P’, as il 
lustrated in dashed lines; With these corrective move 
ments of the stereo photographs no parallax distortion 
will then exist between the projection of points A and 
B. The measurement of parallax, as indicated by the X 
distance between points A’ and B’, enables the deter 
mination of the actual height of point P above the 
ground plane and also the production of an ortho 
graphic map. ’ 
Now consider the case illustrated by FIG. 8 wherein 

a point P on the ground terrain is photographed on a 
left stereo photograph 148 and a right stereo photo 
graph 146. In this instance, point P is directly vertically 
below the position at which photograph 148 is taken. 
Photograph 148 presents point P in an orthographic 
view, and when utilized in a stereo instrument such as 
the Zeiss Planimat photograph 148 would project point 
P to point P’ in the ground plane. On the other hand, 
photograph 146 has an image of point P at B, and point 
P appears to be located at point B’ on the ground plane. 

If the parallax distortion between points B’ and P’ 
were attempted to be removed by an equal and oppo 
site movement of each photograph (as was the case in 
FIG. 7), then a movement of photograph 148 to the 
right by a distance AXA would result in a projection of 
point A down to point P” in the ground plane. Like 
wise, a movement of photograph 146 to the left by a 
distance AXB would result in a projection of point B 
down to point P”. Thus, in the attempted correction 
for an orthographic view, point P’ would be shifted to 
point P” and would result in an erroneous orthographic 
map. It is evident that in the special case when the pro 
jection of photograph 148 presents the correct ortho 
graphic view, all the correction for parallax distortion 
should be accomplished by a shifting of photograph 
146. In this instance if point B in photograph 146 were 
shifted over to position C then point P would be prop 
erly projected in the orthographic view to point P’ in 
the ground plane. The opposite would be true if the ter 
rain were photographed directly beneath photograph 
146. In that instance all of the parallax distortion 
should be corrected for in the projection of photograph 
148. 
Selected lateral movements in the X direction of ei 

ther the left or right stereo photographs to eliminate 
parallax is accomplished automatically in a stereo in 
strument such as the Zeiss Planimat. If a middle point 
in the terrain illustrated by the stereo photographs were 
being examined (as illustrated in FIG. 7), then the 
space rods 88 and 89 of the Planimat would assume a 
position as illustrated in FIG. 2 wherein each of the 
rods 88 and 89 are positioned at approximately the 
same angle relative to the Z carriage 81. In that posi 
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tion, a movement of the Z carriage would result in 
equal and opposite movements of the stereo photo 
graphs 22 and 23. If a left end point in the terrain di 
rectly under the left stereo photograph was being ex 
amined (as illustrated in FIG. 8) then the left space rod 
88 would assume a vertical position and the right space 
rod 89 would assume an angular position relative to the 
Z carriage approximately equal to the angle at which 
that left end position of the terrain was originally pho 
tographed onto right photograph 146. A movement of 
the Z carriage 81 to eliminate parallax distortion would 
result in photograph 22 remaining stationary and pho 
tograph 23 moving alongthe X axis to eliminate the 
parallax. Ifa right end point in the terrain located verti 
cally under the right stereo photograph were being ex 
amined then the right space rod 81 would assume a ver 
tical position and the left space rod 88 would assume 
an angular position relative to the Z carriage approxi 
mately equal to the angle at which the terrain was origi 
nally photographed onto the left photograph. In that 
position any movement of the Z carriage to eliminate 
parallax would result in a lateral movement along the 
X axis of only the left stereo photograph. 
The high speed servo system should also be provided 

with a means whereby the x displacement of the scan 
ning patterns is distributed between the scanning sys 
tems for the left and right stereo photographs so as to 
eliminate parallax from the photograph or photographs 
in proportion to the image displacement in each photo 
graph before corrections have been made by the low 
speed Z servo 83. FIG. 9 is a graph which illustrates the 
desired'de?ections for the left and right scanning cir 
cuits depending upon’the position of the X carriage in 
the Planimat. The position of the X carriage determines 
what portions of the terrain along the X axis‘ are being 
examined, and is indicative of the distribution of paral 
lax between the stereo photographs. Point 150 on the 
graph is the position of the X carriage at which each 
stereo photograph parallax at point P is equally distrib 
uted in. Such a situation is illustrated in FIG. 7. Ac 
cordingly, the X deflections in the left and right scan 
ning circuits should be equal and opposite to compen 
sate for parallax. As shown by the graph a positive volt 
age is applied to X de?ection coil for the left scanning 
tube, and an equal but negative voltage is applied to the 
X de?ection coil for the right scanning tube. Point 152 
in FIG. 9 illustrates the voltage which should be applied 
to the left and right scanning tubes to compensate for 
parallax in a position as illustrated by FIG. 8. It will be 
obvious that the differences in relative displacements 
between point P and the photos 142 and 144 illustrated 
in FIGS. 7 and 8 result from and are proportional to the 
degree of X direction movement of the X carriage 72 
before correction is achieved by the slow speed Z servo 

- 83. To instantaneously correct parallax for the case il 
lustrated by FIG. 8, the scanning pattern of the left 
scanning tube would not be de?ected at all, and the 
scanning pattern for the right stereo photograph would 
be deflected by a large negative amount to eliminate 
any parallax. Position 154 on the graph illustrates the 
correct de?ection voltages for the situation opposite to 
that illustrated in FIG. 8 wherein the point in the ter 
rain being examined is directly vertically below the 
right stereo photograph. Again the change in displace 
ment would be a result of and proportional to the de 
gree of X carriage movement in a direction opposite to 
that which produced the displacements illustrated in 
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FIG. 8. In that situation the scanning pattern for right 
tube would not be de?ected, and the scanning pattern 
for the left tube would be de?ected by a large positive 
voltage. The actual voltage to be applied to the de?ec- . 
tion coils of the left and right scanning tubes is depen 
dent upon the distance between the positions at which 
the left and right stereo photographs were taken, and 
the model magnification of the Zeiss Planimat which is 
in turn dependent upon the focal length of the lens sys 
tem in the Planimat and the projection distance of the 
Planimat. 
FIG. 10 illustrates one embodiment of a distribution 

circuit which may be utilized to distribute the displace 
ments of the scanning patterns for the left and right ste 
reo photographs. The output of potentiometer 111 on 
line 50 (FIG. 3) is applied to a distributing circuit con 
sisting of two variable potentiometers 160 and 162. 
The voltage on line 50 is applied directly to one side of 
potentiometers 160 and 162 through the variable gain 
amplifier 164. It is also inverted by an operational am 
plifier 170 and applied to the other side of potentiom 
eters 160 and 162. The voltage across potentiometer 
160 is proportional to the measured parallax in the left 
stereo view, and is applied via a de?ection ampli?er 
166 to the X de?ection coil of the left scanning tube 
168. The voltage across the second potentiometer 162 
is proportional to the measured parallax in the right ste~ 
reo view, and is applied via de?ection ampli?er 171 to 
the de?ection coil for the right scanning tube 172. The 
resistances of potentiometers 160 and 162 may be dif 
ferentially varied in accordance with the X position of 
the X carriage in a manner as illustrated in FIG. 11. 
The X carriage 72 has a cable attached to it which runs 
to pulley 174. Pulley 174‘ rotates common shaft 176 
which is connected to potentiometers 160 and 162. 
Thus, angular positions of the pulley 174 and shaft ‘176 
measure the X position of the X carriage 72. Potenti 
ometers 160 and 162 are connected in opposite direc 
tions to shaft 176 such that when shaft 176 is rotated 
in one direction, one of the two potentiometers will 
have its resistance increased and the other potentiom 
eter will have its resistance decreased. Rotation in the 
opposite direction will have the opposite result. This 
differential coupling relationship between the pulley 
174 and the potentiometers I60 and 162 is ‘schemati 
cally shown also by dashed lines in FIG. 10. In this man 
ner the voltage on line 50 is differentially distributed in 
potentiometers 160 and 162 to the X de?ection coils 
for the left and right scanning tubes in dependence 
upon the X position of the X carriage. 
Referring back to FIG. 9, when the X carriage as 

sumes position I52, potentiometer 160 will deliver zero 
voltage to the X de?ection coil for the left scanning 
tube, and potentiometer 162 will ‘deliver a ‘negative 
voltage proportional to the total X parallax to the X de 
?ection coil for the right scanning tube. Likewise, when 
the X carriage assumes position 154 of FIG. 9 potenti 
ometer 160 will deliver a positive voltage proportional 
to the total X parallax to the X de?ection coil for the 
left scanning tube, and potentiometer 162 will deliver 
zero voltage to the X de?ection coil for the right scan 
ning tube. In the middle position of the X carriage illus 
trated at point 150 in FIG. 9, potentiometer 160 will 
deliver a positive voltage to the X de?ection coil for the 
left scanning tube, and potentiometer 162 will deliver 
an equal but negative voltage to the X de?ection coil 
for the right scanning tube. 
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Referring to the circuit of FIG. 10, two adjustments 
are included to adjust for varying parameters under 
which the left, and right stereo photographs are taken 
and in the Zei‘ss Planimat. A variable resistance 173 is 
provided to adjust the voltage across the potentiom 
eters 160‘a'nd 162 such that potentiometers 160 and 
162 will respectively produce ‘zero voltages when the 
left and right space rods are respectively vertical. The 
variable amplifier 164, the gain of which is adjustable, 
is provided to vary the slopes of the voltage lines illus 
trated in FIG. 9 for the left and right tubes. The value 
at which variable ampli?er 164 is set depends upon the 
distance between the po‘sitio'n‘at which ‘the left and 
right stereo photographs were taken, and‘the magnif. 
cation utilized in the Planimat which is in turn depen 
dent upon the focal length of the lens system and the 
projection distance of the Plani'mat. 
Although the preferred ‘embodiment of the distribu 

tion circuit includes two potentiometers, an alternative 
circuit might be utilized which has only one variable 
potentiometer mechanically connected to the X can 
riage. The one potentiometer would control two cir 
cuits. One circuit would produce a higher voltage in re 
sponse to an increase in resistance of the potentiom 
eter, and the second circuit would produce a lower or 
negative voltage in response to an increase in resistance 
of the potentiometer. Alternatively, the position of the 
X carriage might be measured with a variable induc 
tance, a variable capacitance, or some other variable 
parameter. ‘ 

Obviously, many modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above 
teachings. ‘It is to be understood, therefore. that the in 
vention can be practiced otherwise than as specifically 
described. I " 

I claim: ‘ 
l. A'stereo instrument for examining left and right 

stereo views of an object and for determining parallax 
in said left and right stereo views and comprising: 

a. a left scanning system for scanning different points 
in said left ‘stereo view and for producing a signal 
indicative of the image detail in each scanned 
point; 

b. a right ‘scanning system for scanning different 
points in said right stereo view and for producing 
a ‘signal indicative of the image detail in each 
scanned point; 

e. means for moving said left and right stereo views 
along anaxis whereby‘diffe‘rent points in said left 
and right stereo views along said axis may be exam~ 
ined; “ 

d. ‘means for measuring the position of said left and 
right stereo views along said axis; 

e. correlator means for correlating said signals from 
said left'and ‘right scanning systems to detect paral~ 
lax ‘between said left and right‘stereo views, and for 
producing a‘parallax error signal indicative of said 
parallax; 

f. rn'eans,tres"ponsive ‘to said measuring means, for dis 
tributing ‘said parallax ‘error signal into left and 
right‘pa‘rallax error signals having magnitudes that 
vary ‘differentially ‘depending ‘upon the ‘positions of 
said-left and ‘right ‘stereo views along said ‘axis, 
whe'reby‘the leftan‘d right parallax error signals are 
indicative of the amount of parallax present in each 
view; 
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g. means, responsive to said left parallax error signal, 
for displacing said left scanning system along said 
axis a distance dependent on the magnitude of said 
left crror signal relative to the left stereo view and 
in a direction tending to reduce the parallax pres 
ent in the left stereo view; and 

h. means, responsive to said right parallax error sig 
nal, for displacing said right scanning system' along 
said axis a distance dependent on the magnitude of 
said right error signal relative to the right stereo 
view and in a direction tending to reduce the paral 
lax present in the right stereo view. 

2. Apparatus as set forth in claim 1 and wherein: 
a. said moving means includes a carriage which is 
movable along said axis and on which said left and 
right stereo views are mounted; and 

b. said measuring means includes a potentiometer 
means mechanically coupled to said carriage so 
‘that the resistance of said potentiometer means 
changes as said carriage is moved along said axis. 

3. Apparatus as set forth in claim 2 wherein said po 
tentiometer means includes first and second potenti 
ometers, said first and second potentiometers being 
mechanically coupled to‘ said carriage means so that 
movement of said carriage means along said axis in a 
first direction will cause the resistance of said first po 
tentiometer to increase and the resistance of said sec 
ond potentiometer to decrease, and wherein movement 
of said carriage along said axis in a direction opposite 
said first direction will cause the resistance of said first 
potentiometer to decrease and the resistance of said 
second potentiometer to increase. 

4. Apparatus as set forth in claim 3 wherein said ste 
reo instrument includes: 

a. a low speed servo system responsive to said paral 
lax error signal for relatively displacing said left 
and right stereo views along said axis to reduce par 
allax between said left and right stereo views; 

b. a high speed servo system, complementary to said 
low speed servo system, for responding quickly to 
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said parallax error signals to reduce parallax be 
tween said left and right stereo views, said high 
speed servo system including said means for dis 
placing said right scanning system and said means 
for displacing said left scanning system. 

SQApparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said ste 
reo instrument includes: 

a. a low speed servo system responsive to said paral 
lax error signal for relatively displacing said left 
and right stereo views along said axis to reduce par 
allax between said left and right stereo views; 

b. a high speed servo system, complementary to said 
low speed servo system, for responding quickly to 
said parallax error signals to reduce parallax be 
tween said left and right stereo views, said high 
speed servo system including said means for dis 
placing said right scanning system and said means 
for displacing said left scanning system. 

6. Apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein: 
a. said moving means includes a carriage which is 
movable along said axis and on which said left and 
right stereo views are mounted; and 

b. said measuring means includes a potentiometer 
means mechanicallygcoupled to said carriage so 
that the resistance of said potentiometer means 
changes as said carriagev is moved along said axis. 

7. Apparatus as set forth in claim 6 wherein said po 
tentiometer means includes first and second potenti 
ometers, said ?rstand second potentiometers being 
mechanically coupled to said carriage means so that 
movement of said carriage means along said axis in a 
?rst direction will cause the resistance of said ?rst po 
tentiometer to increase and the resistance of said sec 
ond potentiometer to decrease, and wherein movement 
of said carriage along said axis in a direction opposite 
said ?rst direction will cause the resistance of said ?rst 
potentiometer to decrease and the resistance of said 
second potentiometer to increase. 

x a: i a * 


